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2020 Fifth Wheel Palomino Puma $24,250
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Description Stock #374863 - 2020 Palomino Puma 286RBSS with one slide-out! Bunks!This
2020 Puma 286RBSS Fifth Wheel is ready for your next adventure! Whether you're
a seasoned RV enthusiast or a first-time buyer, the Puma 286RBSS is designed to
exceed your expectations and elevate your travel experience.The well-appointed
interior boasts a spacious layout that combines functionality with modern
aesthetics. The plush furnishings, high-quality materials, and attention to detail
create an inviting atmosphere that feels like home on the road.For those who
appreciate culinary delights, the Puma 286RBSS offers a kitchen equipped with
stainless steel appliances, ample counter space, and storage, which makes meal
prep much easier. There is also an exterior kitchen for those times when the
outdoors call.Stay entertained on every journey with the integrated entertainment
system. The Puma 286RBSS features a large LED TV, a sound system (including
exterior speakers), and connectivity options for all your devices. Whether you're
relaxing after a day of exploration or hosting a movie night, this fifth wheel
ensures that entertainment is always at your fingertips.The master features a
comfortable queen-sized bed and ample storage solutions. The oversized
windows bring in natural light, creating a serene and inviting atmosphere.The
bathroom has a large shower, vanity, and mirror medicine cabinet.The Puma
286RBSS is not just about luxurious interiors; it's also designed for outdoor
enthusiasts. The exterior features high-quality construction, sleek aerodynamics,
and convenient amenities like an outdoor kitchen and power awning, making
outdoor living a breeze.Whether embarking on a cross-country road trip or
enjoying a weekend getaway, this fifth wheel provides luxury, comfort, and
functionality. Elevate your travel experience with the Puma 286RBSS - where the
journey becomes as memorable as the destination.We are looking for people all
over the country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our
product and like the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot]
PopSells [dot] com to learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers - your offer
may be accepted! Submit your offer today!Reason for selling is interests have
changed.You have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to
discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell
thousands of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll
get started selling your RV today.

Basic information Year: 2020
Stock Number: 374863
VIN Number: rvusa-374863
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 28

Item address 76001, Arlington, Texas, United States
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